
Activity A

Display the ‘Plants’ visual (see final page of this document) for the class to see. This is a dandelion 
and a water lily. Has anyone seen these plants before? Where? Go over the features of a plant 
(include roots, leaves, stem and flowers) and, as a class, label them on the visual images. Despite 
one being submerged in water, do they both have the same features?

Each feature of a plant plays a vital role. Now work as a class to match the following vocabulary 
to the features - absorbs, light, supports, transports, water, seeds, photosynthesis, nutrients and 
reproduction. Some words may appear next to more than one feature. Do the features of each 
plant have the same functions? (Yes, although the water lily does not need to take in as much 
water through the roots because the underside of the leaves can also take up water).

When complete the class visual should be labelled as follows:

    Next to the label ‘roots’ will be ‘absorbs’ ‘water’ ‘nutrients’ and ‘anchor’

    Next to the label ‘leaves’ will be ‘light’, ‘produce’ and ‘food’

    Next to the label ‘stem’ will be the words ‘transports’ ‘water’ and ‘supports’

    Next to the label ‘flowers’ will be the words ‘seeds’ and ‘reproduction’

Practise verbally creating some sentences for each plant feature, using the new vocabulary  
to help.

Curriculum Links
England

    Science: Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, 
leaves and flowers

N. Ireland

    The World Around Us: Interdependence; place

Wales

    Science: The plants and animals found in two contrasting local environments

AGES

7-11
Plants

Getting into activities



Activity B

Give each pair a ‘Plants’ visual. Working together, ask learners to write a sentence for each  
plant feature to explain what its function is. The explanation should include the vocabulary 
mentioned previously. 

Share explanations. Students listen carefully and discuss which pair has constructed a clear and 
precise sentence. Ask that pair to write theirs out again, in large writing, and use it to create a 
labelled class visual for display.

Less time? 

Just do Activity A

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity B: Learners add symbols to the visual to show each function working e.g.

    the sun

    droplets (water) and plus signs (nutrients) in the soil and being taken up by the roots

    orange arrows travelling from the sun onto the leaves

    blue arrows to show water being transported up the stem

Go outside

Take the learners to an area in the school grounds, or nearby, that is in need of weeding. Ask them 
to identify a weed, check with a teacher and then uproot it. They should do this by very slowly and 
carefully pulling it out of the ground with their hands or with the help of a small gardening fork. 

Lay the whole uprooted plant out on the ground, name each part of the plant (leaves, flowers, 
roots, seeds, stem) and discuss what the function of each part is, using the new vocabulary.
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